Detection of high-frequency spectral notches as a function of level.
High-frequency spectral notches are important cues for sound localization. Our ability to detect them must depend on their representation as auditory nerve (AN) rate profiles. Because of the low threshold and the narrow dynamic range of most AN fibers, these rate profiles deteriorate at high levels. The system may compensate by using onset rate profiles whose dynamic range is wider, or by using low-spontaneous-rate fibers, whose threshold is higher. To test these hypotheses, the threshold notch depth necessary to discriminate between a flat spectrum broadband noise and a similar noise with a spectral notch centered at 8 kHz was measured at levels from 32 to 100 dB SPL. The importance of the onset rate-profile representation of the notch was estimated by varying the stimulus duration and its rise time. For a large proportion of listeners, threshold notch depth varied nonmonotonically with level, increasing for levels up to 70-80 dB SPL and decreasing thereafter. The nonmonotonic aspect of the function was independent of notch bandwidth and stimulus duration. Thresholds were independent of stimulus rise time but increased for the shorter noise bursts. Results are discussed in terms of the ability of the AN to convey spectral notch information at different levels.